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Nothing rubbish about our Upper 6 geographers! 

Did you know that approximately one fifth of all 

waste generated globally is likely to be from an 

urban area and that high income countries 

generate five times more waste than low income 

ones? These are just some of the facts that the 

Upper 6 geographers have been exploring this 

week as part of their study of urban 

environments.  

Having examined the issues of waste streams, we 

moved on to consider how municipal solid waste can be managed.  

Anyone who knows our Upper 6 geographers will know that they love nothing more than 

competing against each other!  So, with this in mind, we had a challenge to see which pair could 

produce the best PowerPoint of a waste management strategy.  

Pairs were randomly allocated one strategy which could be landfill, incineration or recycling. The 

outcome saw case studies ranging from Singapore to Amsterdam and Leeds which were each 

presented over Zoom.  

It was a very difficult decision, but Harriet Ashton and Eva Holmes eventually claimed victory for 

their factual knowledge of the Semakau landfill site.  Well done! 

Upper 3 Spanish pen pals 

Just before Christmas, Upper 3 

and Lower 4 were busy writing 

their first letters to their Spanish 

pen friends.  

Over the last couple of weeks, 

the pupils have been beginning 

to receive responses from their 

pen friends and are really looking 

forward to writing back.  

This is a fantastic opportunity for the pupils to use the language that we have been studying in 

lesson as well as learning more about Spanish culture and life in Spain. Who knows, this could be 

the start of some great friendships. 
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Thomas achieves grade 3 distinction on classical guitar 

Thomas in Upper 3 recently achieved a distinction in his 

grade 3 guitar and has a great musical future ahead of 

him.  

Lockdown is the perfect time to get lots of practice 

done and I know that many of you are really enjoying 

your remote lessons with your instrumental teachers.  

Have a look at the video of Thomas playing by clicking 

on the YouTube link below. He has clearly been doing a 

lot of practice! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=YGPZEao6xvo&feature=youtu.be 

During our U3 biology lessons this week, Upper 3 were set the task of carrying 

out some research about specialised cells. They worked in groups using 

breakout rooms and were given two different cells to research.  

The following lesson U3 had the opportunity to then share their work with the 

rest of the class over Zoom by sharing the screen.  I was overwhelmed by the 

level of research that the pupils carried out. Their presentations skills were very 

good and they found out lots of extra facts above and beyond what is 

expected for KS3. They consolidated their knowledge of this topic by 

completing some online quizzes where they managed to gain places on the 

leader board. 

Well done U3, you are making great progress during this remote period of learning, keep it up. 

 

Upper 3 present their research about specialised cells 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGPZEao6xvo&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGPZEao6xvo&feature=youtu.be
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Geography dingbats with Upper 4 

If you are old enough to remember the TV programme 

Catchphrase you will understand the premise of 

dingbats; say what you see.  We use them in 

geography at the start or end of units to help revise 

vocabulary or to think about a topic in a visual way.  

This term Upper 4 have commenced a new unit on Europe and 

we started the topic off with a few country dingbats. Can you 

guess the two countries on the images to the right?    

U6 geographers have been studying the Water and Carbon 

Cycles. Alice Bull created a very impressive series of 

Geography Dingbats, here are a couple below for you to 

decipher. 

Answers at the bottom of this newsletter. 

A Herculean task for Upper 5 

Whilst life in lockdown may feel like a Herculean task for all of us, Upper 5 were faced with the 

real thing in Latin.  As part of their work on translation skills, their reading of part of Virgil’s 

Aeneid for the literature paper and a cultural study of Roman religion, they had to accompany 

Aeneas down to the Underworld – and to help him get out again.   

One of his most fearsome challenges was an encounter with the three-headed guard-dog 

Cerberus, who was far from happy to see another living soul in his domain after his upsetting 

prior encounter with Hercules, one of whose labours was to capture him.  Aeneas managed to 

escape by drugging the fearsome beast; Upper 5 could only escape by finding the code to a 

locked gate, which involved identifying – in order – all twelve of Hercules’ labours from the 

pictures on the following page.  You will be relieved to hear that they managed it – can you? 
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Lockdown inspired photography 

Some of our students have been working on a 

'lockdown' inspired photography project. The options 

they explored were either an individual photographic 

representation or a collaborative one with members 

of their household.   Thanks to Eva Holmes, Lucy Best, 

Leila Adamson and Florence Allanson for 

their submissions.  

Watch this space for more lockdown photography.   

Can you find the code by identifying all twelve of 

Hercules’ labours? 

Answers at the bottom of this newsletter.   
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Geography Dingbats : Germany, Norway, Flash flood, Ferrel cell 

Answers to Hercules’ labours: 

1. Slay the Nemean Lion – F   7. Capture the Cretan Bull - K 
2. Slay the Lernean Hydra – G  8. Bring Back the Mares of Diomedes - B 
3. Capture the Golden Hind – J  9. Obtain the Belt of Hippolyta - C 
4. Capture the Erymanthian Boar – A 10. Obtain the Cattle of Geryon - H 
5. Clean the Stables of King Augeas – D 11. Bring the Golden Apples of Hesperides - I 
6. Defeat the Stymphalian Birds – E 12. Capture Cerberus - L 
 

Quiz answers 


